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ESSA Eligibility 
Interview Techniques



Objectives 
• Discuss the goals of an interview
• Discuss the components of an interview
• Understand the difference between leading vs.                                

open-ended questions
• Recognize when additional questions are necessary
• Review best type of questions that establish MEP eligibility 

(Temporary vs. Seasonal, Past Qualifying Moves, New QADs, etc.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Matt notes –  add? How to ask about past qualifying moves under ESSA eligibility?



Goal of the Interview

Take 2 minutes and share a couple of objectives 
for the interview. Be prepared to share.



Possible answers:
– Explain the MEP
– Indicate the benefits of the MEP
– Identify potential leads
– Determine eligibility for the MEP
– Document eligibility for the MEP

Take 2 minutes and share a couple of objectives 
for the interview. Be prepared to share.

Goal of the Interview
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Other possible answers:Network



The Interview

The MEP interview involves science and art: 
• The science: understanding rules and 

regulations, completing paperwork correctly, 
analyzing data, and making accurate 
eligibility determinations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
     Trainer’s NotesWhy is science important? Tell participants that recruiters must strike a balance between having a relaxed conversation and gathering the very specific information needed to determine child eligibility.



• The art: talking to people one-on-one to elicit 
information that may be very personal.

The MEP interview involves science and art: 

The Interview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ask people to think of the best and worst sales pitch they have ever faced. What made the best "the best" and what made the worst "the worst"?



The Interview: Type of Questions

Leading Questions  VS.   Open Ended Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Tell participants it is now time to think about the types of questions they ask when conducting the interview.Click to show the two types of questions that we will be discussing.Ask participants to have a table discussion as to the difference between the two types of questions.Ask participants to share their table discussion with the whole group.



Leading Questions: 
When a question is leading, the interviewer uses 
language that suggests a particular answer – most often 
a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. 
These questions suggest the particular answer or 
contains the information the examiner is looking to have 
confirmed.

The Interview: Type of Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Open-ended questions: 
An open-ended question is designed to encourage a full, 
meaningful answer using the subject's own knowledge 
and/or feelings.

• Develops an open conversation
• Elicit longer answers than 

“yes” or “no”
• Solicit additional information 

from the interviewee 
• Discover more details 

The Interview: Type of Questions
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As a large group, determine whether the 
following questions are:

Leading questions or Open-ended questions

Presenter
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I haven’t seen you around town or in school.                   
I bet you just moved, right?
LEADING

What kind of work were you looking for? 
OPEN-ENDED

I’m sure you’ve heard of the agricultural jobs here. 
Did some of your family/friends tell you about it?
LEADING

Leading vs. Open-ended Questions
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Leading vs. Open-ended Questions
How long has your family been living at this address?
OPEN-ENDED

You know those processing plants are super hard and 
tough to work at, you probably won’t stay longer than 12 
months, will you?
LEADING

How long after you moved did someone look for/engage 
in work?
OPEN-ENDED
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The Interview: Challenges

• Take a few minutes to share the challenges of 
conducting an eligibility interview



ESSA: The BIG Changes
• Elimination of ‘Intent of a move’ as an eligibility 

factor.

• New Program Definitions for:  
₋ Migratory Agricultural Worker
₋ Migratory Fisher
₋ Migratory Child 
₋ Qualifying Move 

• Changes on ‘moved but did not engage’                                            
in qualifying work

• ‘Soon after’ the move 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remind participants of the major changes that occurred with ESSA



Under the former ESEA, the migrant child’s move was directly 
related to the worker’s move in order to seek/obtain qualifying work. 
Confirming and documenting this intent (purpose) proved difficult 
for states. 

Under ESSA:
• ‘Qualifying move’ for the worker and the ‘qualifying move’        

for the child doesn’t necessarily need to be together. Under the 
ESSA, the qualifying move and the qualifying work (can be) 
separate and distinct components.

• The worker can establish his or her status as an ‘agricultural 
worker/fisher’ during a ‘qualifying move’, then during a later 
move, can make a ‘qualifying move’ with the ‘migrant child’ 
according to the new guidance (unrelated to the qualifying 
work).  

Elimination of ‘Intent’ as an Eligibility Factor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Touch base on the importance of no longer asking for intent.the worker and child do have to make a qualifying move together, it just doesn’t have to be at the same location/time as the qualifying work itself. Something like this: The qualifying move for the work that the worker engaged in and the qualifying move for the QAD don’t necessarily have to be the same moves. 



The Interview Under ESSA:
Focusing on Facts

During the interview you are trying to establish the most recent 
time the Migratory Child made a Qualifying Move as, with or 
to join the Migratory Agricultural Worker. 

• Is there someone who meets the definition of a Migratory 
Agricultural Worker?
– QM in the past 36 months from the eligibility interview date
– Engaged in qualifying work, soon after the move or;
– Actively Sought qualifying work and has Recent History of Moves

• Does the child(ren) meet the definition of a Migratory Child?
– Under 22 years of age
– QM in the past 36 months from the eligibility interview date
– Entitled to a free and public education in the state
– Moved: as, with or to-join a Migratory Agricultural Worker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 definitions: MQW, MC, QM, QW and QADQAD: The most recent time a MC made a move as with or to join a MQW. So the following three questions should get us to where or not there is eligibility. For this slide, you could do something like this. It seems to me the following are the three big questions we need to answer:	Is there a MQW? (did the individual make a QM and SAM engage in QW within the past 36 months?)	Is there a MC? (did a child that is eligible for free public education in Arkansas make a QM as with or to join a MQW?)	If yes on both, what is the QAD? (The most recent time a MC completed a QM as, with, or to join a MQW)	



The Interview Under ESSA:
Focusing on Facts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 definitions: MQW, MC, QM, QW and QADQAD: The most recent time a MC made a move as with or to join a MQW. So the following three questions should get us to where or not there is eligibility. For this slide, you could do something like this. It seems to me the following are the three big questions we need to answer:	Is there a MQW? (did the individual make a QM and SAM engage in QW within the past 36 months?)	Is there a MC? (did a child that is eligible for free public education in Arkansas make a QM as with or to join a MQW?)	If yes on both, what is the QAD? (The most recent time a MC completed a QM as, with, or to join a MQW)	



The Interview:
Focusing on Facts



During the interview you are trying to establish the following:

• Was the move into your area a qualifying move?
• Was it within 36 months of the eligibility interview date?
• Was there any qualifying work done/engaged in, soon after 

the move –within 60 days?
• If not, was there any qualifying work being sought?
• Does the individual have a recent history of moves?
• Did any children under 22 move as, with or to join the 

individual?
• Are the children entitled to a free and public                            

education in your state?

The Interview Under ESSA:
Focus on Current Move First

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These questions will determine if there is a MAW established in YOUR area (the most current move).  We want to focus on the most recent qualifying move. 



Try asking the following questions:

Establishing a Migratory Agricultural Worker: 
Current Move

• When did you most recently arrive (return) to this area?
 Establishes the established worker date and/or qualifying arrival date. 

Make sure the move occurs within 36 months of the eligibility interview.      

• Where did you move from? Why did you move to this area?
 Determines if this move was a qualifying move (i.e., across school 

district lines, due to economic necessity, and from one residence to 
another.

• What type of work are you or your spouse currently engaged in?
 Determines if the work is qualifying or non-qualifying.

• How long after your arrival did you (spouse) start working?
 Determines if the work was engaged in “soon after the move”                         

–within 60 days.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How long have you been living in (district/city/area)?When was the last time you returned to this area?When was the last time you traveled out of this area in search of work?



If the work currently being done is NOT qualifying work

• Have you or your spouse looked for/engaged in other 
...work? If so, what type of work? 
Individual may have engaged in qualifying work prior to the 
interview or have actively sought qualifying work but did not 
engage. Make sure that any qualifying work is engaged in                           
“soon after the move.”  

• Are you/were you or you spouse interested in other             
...work? 
May determine this move to be an “actively                                       
sought” move.

Establishing a Migratory Agricultural Worker: 
Current Move



If the work being done is temporary work:

• Do you know how long the work is going to last? 
Remember: Temporary work requires a time frame of 12 

months or less.

• Do you know how long you will remain employed?
 This can be determined by the individual himself, or by 

an employer. Remember: If the length of time of 12 
months or less cannot be established, the work is 
NOT considered temporary work.

Establishing a Migratory Agricultural Worker: 
Current Move



If the work being done is temporary work:

• Have you ever done this type of work before? If so, how   
..long did you remain employed at that job site?
This can determine whether or not the individual has worked                   
…at year round jobsites (more/less than 12 months).

• Thinking back on how long you’ve worked at these
types of job sites, how long do you think you’ll remain 
employed here? 
Makes one final attempt at establishing a pattern of                              
…temporary or permanent work. 

Establishing a Migratory Agricultural Worker: 
Current Move



If the individual did not engage or actively seek
qualifying work during the current move

• Where did you move from? Why did you move there?
 Determines if this move was a qualifying move.

• When did you arrive there? 
 Determines if this move occurred within 36 months of the 

eligibility interview date.

• What type of work did you or your spouse do there? 
 Determines if the work was qualifying work or                                    

non-qualifying work.

Establishing a Migratory Agricultural Worker: 
Prior Move 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we ask for economic necessity?



• How long after your arrival to (prior location) did you                 
...or your spouse start working?
 Determines if the work was engaged in “soon after the move”              

(within 60 days). 

If the work done (in prior location) was NOT qualifying work

Establishing a Migratory Agricultural Worker: 
Prior Move 

• Did you or your spouse look for/engage in other work? 
..If so, what type of work? 
Individual may have engaged in qualifying work prior to                  
the interview or have actively sought qualifying work but 
did not engage. Make sure that any qualifying work 
is engaged in “soon after the move.”   



If the work done in prior location was temporary work:

• How long did the employment/work last? 
Remember: Temporary work requires a time frame of 12 

months or less.

Establishing a Migratory Agricultural Worker: 
Prior Move 

You would continue this same line of questioning until 
you have either found a qualifying move that established a 

Migratory Agricultural Worker, or the 36 month time 
frame expired. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice we will ask how long did the employment last not how long the work was GOING to last.



• Which of the children in this house made the current move 
...to this area?
 Determines if any/all of the children moved with or to join

the Migratory Agricultural Worker.

• When did the child(ren) arrive?
 Determines the possible QAD date. Make sure it occurred             

within 36 months of the eligibility interview date.

• Have any of the children graduated from high school             
or obtained their GED? 
 Determines if the children are still eligible for free                                

public education in your state.

Establishing a Migratory Child: Current Move 



• When did the child(ren) arrive to this area?
 Determines the child’s date of arrival (possible QAD). Make sure 

the move occurred within 12 months of the worker’s move. 

• Why didn’t the child(ren) move with you (MAW)?
 Established the reason for the child(ren)s move to-join or precede                      

the MAW. Remember: Record the reason for the two different                        
move dates, and whether the MAW moved  from a different                            
location than the children in the comment section. 

Establishing a Migratory Child: Current Move 

If any children moved before/after the MAW:



Establishing a Migratory Child: Prior Move 

•Which of the children made the move to the              
...(prior) area?
 Determines if any/all of the children moved with or

to join the MAW during the move to the prior 
city/county/state.

• When did the child(ren) arrive to the (prior) area?
 Determines the possible QAD date. Make sure the move 

occurred within 36 months of the eligibility interview 
date. 

First, you have to establish if there was a MAW in this prior 
location. Use previous (MAW) questions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The child may not have made a qualifying move to your area, so you would focus on a prior move. Family split and father was the MQW. The children did not travel to the current location with him but have in the past. Mother would corroborate the eligibility information. **Remember mom can use the work done by a spouse as RHMs **Same as OSY. C14.Example, mother and children move from FL to AR on 01/01/2018. She is a single mom and is currently engaged in non-qualifying work and has no interest in seeking qualifying work. Mom, her now ex-husband and the children arrived in FL from TX on 06/01/2018 where dad worked packing watermelon, soon after the move. You continue this line of questioning until you’ve established a qualifying move, or your 36 month time frame runs out. 



• When did the child(ren) arrive to this prior area?
 Determines the child’s date of arrival (possible QAD). Make 

sure the move occurred within 12 months of the worker’s move. 

• Why did the child(ren) arrive before/after the (MAW)?
 Established the reason for the child(ren)s move to-join or 

precede the MAW. Remember: Record the reason for the                         
two different move dates, and whether the MAW                                
moved  from a different location than the                                               
children in the comment section. 

Establishing a Migratory Child: Prior Move 

If any children moved after/before the MAW:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The child may not have made a qualifying move to your area, so you would focus on a prior move. Family split and father was the MQW. The children did not travel to the current location with him but have in the past. Mother would corroborate the eligibility information. **Remember mom can use the work done by a spouse as RHMs **Same as OSY. C14.You continue this line of questioning until you’ve established a qualifying move, or your 36 month time frame runs out. 



The Interview:
Creating Timelines



Creating Timelines

One strategy to keep track of all the information received 
during an eligibility interview is to create a timeline:





Asking Additional Questions

As a recruiter, have you ever experienced a time when 
you felt like you needed additional information to 

make a valid eligibility determination?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group discussion



Asking Additional Questions

Reasons for asking additional questions:
• Facts are unclear
• Unfamiliar with qualifying work 
• There are questions regarding economic                   

necessity
• The worker is unclear if the nature of the job is 

temporary
• The recruiter suspects the family has not                                  

been truthful

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*The interviewee may give conflicting or unclear answers because of fear or inability to recall specific information, language issues.*Out of state work*If the move was of short duration or during conversation the family reveals the move was not for economic necessity*There are MSIX records showing the children attended local schools Pay attention to any warning signs or “red flags”. They alert you to do further investigation to ensure correct eligibility determinations or to correct an error that was made by MEP staff. 



Clarifying Questions 

Establishing:
Qualifying Arrival Date, Established Worker Date
Economic Necessity, Seasonal vs. Temporary Work        
To-Join Moves, Actively Sought Moves and Recent 

History of Moves 



Establishing a more accurate 
Qualifying Arrival Date or Established Worker Date

To get accurate dates, try referencing important events 
like birthdates, anniversaries, or holidays:

• When did you (and your family) arrive in this area? 
• Was it before/after school started?
• Was it before/after (someone’s) birthdate? 
• Was it before/after (holiday/event)?
• Do you remember celebrating (holiday/event) here? 
• How was the weather? Was it cold? Was it hot? 
• Could you show me on a calendar? 

Remember: A child may be identified as a “migratory child” when the child and the 
worker complete qualifying moves. However a child is only eligible if they meet all MEP 

eligibility criteria, including that the worker meets the definition of a MAW or MF. 
According to ESSA, both the QAD and the Worker Date can be two different dates.



Establishing Economic Necessity 
The Migratory Agricultural Worker and Migratory Child’s move 
must have occurred because they both could not afford to stay in 
the current location in order to establish Economic Necessity. 

• If work was still available here (or in previous location), 
would you still have moved? 

• Did you take any time off from work to travel to (new 
location)?

• Did you have paid time off from work during your travel                       
to (different location)?

Remember: A person who leaves a place where he or she lives to, for example, (1) visit 
family or friends, (2) attend a wedding or other event, (3) take a vacation, (4) have an 
educational or recreational experience, or (5) take care of a legal matter, would not 

have “changed residence due to economic necessity” because the person did not go to 
the new place because of financial need.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This person didn’t really move. When you go on vacation, do you move there because of financial need? 



Establishing if the work is 
Seasonal 

Seasonal employment is employment that occurs only during   
a certain period of the year because of the cycles of nature. 

• Does it depend on the time of the year?
• Does this type of work have a beginning and end date?
• Can this work be performed/done year round?
• Does this location close down at anytime during the 

year?

Remember: The phrase “cycles of nature” is used to describe the basis for why certain 
types of employment in agriculture or fishing work only occur during certain, limited 

periods in the year. Seasonal employment may not be continuous or carried on 
throughout the year. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This person didn’t really move. When you go on vacation, do you move there because of financial need? 



Establishing if the work is 
Temporary  

Temporary employment means “employment that lasts for 
a limited period of time, usually a few months, but no 
longer than 12 months.” It can be determined by a worker’s 
or employer’s statement.

• Can this work be performed/done year round?
• Does this location close down at anytime during          

the year?
• Does this work happen only during a holiday or event?

Remember: Jobs that occur only during a certain time of the year because of a holiday or 
event (e.g., Thanksgiving, Christmas, Mother’s Day etc.) should be considered temporary 
employment because the time of year that the work is performed is not dependent on the 

cycles of nature, but rather the holiday or event. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Matt- any more questions that would determine if the job was temporary 



Establishing To-Join moves 
For to-join moves, we need the reason for the two different 
move dates. 

• Why didn’t the child(ren) travel with you?
• Why did the children stay behind? 
• Why did you move before/after the child(ren)?
• When (month/year) did the child(ren) arrive?
• What city/state did the child(ren) move from?

Remember: The child(ren) must join the MAW within 12 months. The child’s move 
must also meet the Qualifying Move criteria, this includes economic necessity. 

Also, record the reason for the two different move dates, and whether the MAW 
moved  from a different location than the children in the comment section. 



Establishing if Qualifying Work was 
Actively Sought 

• How long after your arrival did you look for                                 
(qualifying work sought)?

• How did you know this type of work would be available? 
• Did you, or anyone on your behalf apply for                                  

(qualifying work sought)?
• Who did you speak with regarding (qualifying work sought)?

For Actively Sought, we need to establish that the individual 
took positive actions to seek such work. 

Remember: A statement from the individual is sufficient to establish that 
he/she actively sought qualifying work. No additional documentation is 
required beyond the individual’s statement and the recruiter’s use of the 

comment section. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When  we know an individual moved seeking qualifying work. 



Establishing Recent History of Moves

• How long ago (month and year) did you engage in                    
(qualifying work)? 

• In what city/state did you engage in (qualifying work)?
• Are there any other cities/states where you have done similar 

work? 
• If so, in what city/state did you engage in (qualifying work)?
• How long ago (month and year) did you engage in

(qualifying work)?

For Recent History of Moves, we need two separate moves 
that must have resulted in the engagement of qualifying work.

Remember: RHMs must have occurred within 36 months from the eligibility 
interview date. They DO NOT have to be across school district lines but they    

must be due to economic necessity and from one residence to another. Individual’s 
statement is sufficient to establish RHMs. Provide moves in comment section. 



Scenarios 



You are told of a new family that may have arrived 
four months ago, the father is currently working in 
construction. Mother is currently a stay at home 
mom but she has worked in the blueberry harvest in 
Maine. You find out there are three school-age 
children in the home, and an additional child and 
adult appeared with the family a few weeks ago.

Additional Questions: Scenario 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Did father engage/look for any qw sam?-The father could have done qualifying work soon after the move and then may have changed jobs.-The father may have come seeking qualifying work but none was available. Is there RHMs?When did mother work in Maine? When did she get to Maine? May have been longer than 36 months. May have been sought/engaged in after 60 days of the move. Who made the move with the family? Did the additional child move with the family?When did the adult move into the area? Did they engage/seek qw, sam?



Worker is currently picking tomatoes at a local 
farm. He and his wife have two school-age 
children. According to school records, the two 
children have attended your local school district for 
the last four years. When you speak to the mother, 
she claims they had been in Texas.

Additional Questions: Scenario 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When did the family arrive to your area?How soon after the move did the father start working? Did mom look for work? If so, what type and how soon after the move? When did they arrive in Texas? Could have been that they only travel during school breaks. Did anyone engage/seek qw, sam?



Worker moves to your area with his wife and 
school-age child from Georgia a month ago and is 
currently engaged in qualifying work. He worked in 
construction while in Georgia but moved to your 
area to be closer to his wife’s sister. The family 
lived in a secluded location in Georgia and worker 
felt it was taking a toll on his wife and child, 
especially after being alone for days at a time.                     
He knew that they would happier being around 
family. 

Additional Questions: Scenario 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Was this current move due to economic necessity?Was the worker laid off of work/work end in Georgia?When did they arrive in Georgia?Did anyone engage in QW, SAM?Can we continue any prior eligibility?



You interview mom who moved into your 
area a week ago from a neighboring county 
and is currently engaged in qualifying work. 
She has two school-aged daughters and a 
niece living with her. 

Additional Questions: Scenario 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moved into this area (district B) on July 23, 2018How soon after the move did mom engage in qw? –She has worked in the same job for a month and a half –she got tired of commuting (May 29, 2018 got job)When did she arrive to the prior location (neighboring county District A)? She arrived on Nov 20, 2017 8 months agoDid she look for/engage in any qualifying work? all non qualifying work until May 29, 2018Where was she before moving to District A? –Georgia When did she arrive in GA? On June 20, 2016 Did she engage in QW, SAM? No-stay at home momDid anyone engage in QW? Yes, her boyfriend engaged in QW SAMWhen did the boyfriend arrive in Georgia? May 9, 2016Why didn’t the mom and kids move with the boyfriend when he moved? The boyfriend had moved first to secure housing and employment Where were they before moving to Georgia? The whole family was in Tennessee –bf E, QW, SAM TIMELINEDistrict A --- District B on July 23, 2018 DNE in QWGeorgia ---- District A on November 20, 2017 DNE in QW until May 29, 2017 (corn-still employed)Tennessee –Georgia (mom & kids) on June 20, 2016 DNE in QW –worker moved first to secure…Tennessee –Georgia (boyfriend) on May 9, 2016 E, QW, SAM  COE:The children moved from: Tennessee to Georgia 2a) The children moved to-join the worker2b) The worker (moms boyfriend) is the child’s parent/guardian 2bi) The children moved on June 20, 20162bii) The worker moved on May 9, 2016The QAD is June 20, 2016The worker moved on May 9, 2016  from Tennessee to Georgia 4a) Engaged in QW, SAMWhatever QW was



Dad is currently engaged in qualifying work 
at a poultry plant. Mom tells you the family, 
including their three school-age children, 
just moved to their home a month ago. 

Additional Questions: Scenario 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Family moved from District A TO District A on May 11, 2018 Where did the family move from? District A Two miles down the road with brother in-lawWhere was the family before that? Dad arrived in the county on Mar 30, 2018 and got the job at the plant, Where did father move from? Puerto Rico When did the mother and children arrive? They arrived at the brother in laws house in May 11, 2018 –Then moved together to their new home on May 11, 2018Why didn’t the children move with the worker? Worker wanted to establish residency and employment How soon after the move did dad start working? Soon after (two weeks)How long is the employment going to last? Permanently Has mom looked for/engaged in qw? Yes –she hung chickens at the plant but work was too hard –she worked one month TIMELINEDistrict A to District A – all family moved on June 19, 2018Puerto Rico --- District A -(dad) on March 30, 2018 E, Temp QW, SAM –permanent employment-(mom & kids) on May 11, 2018 to brother in laws and E, Temp QW, SAM  worked one month (dad moved first to establish)                                                 COE:The children moved from: Puerto Rico TO District A 2a) The children moved with the worker2b) The worker (mom) is the child’s parent/guardian The QAD is May 11, 2018The worker moved on May 11, 2018  from Puerto Rico TO District A  4a) Engaged in QW, SAM5) Whatever QW was6A) Worker’s statement Comments: Worker only remained employed at ___one month. 
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